
~ Ivyan Kambal 
ED PGY2, Rashid Hospital.

 

What do you wish people knew about Emergency Medicine? 
 

~ Alia Alsuwaidi 
ED PGY1, Rashid Hospital.

 

~ Mahdis Seddiq
ED PGY1, Rashid Hospital.

 

What are the misconceptions regarding EM &
how did you help clearing them out?

 

‘’ Emergency physicians are triaging doctors or GPs’”

 

Quite surprisingly there are many healthcare

professionals that are not knowledgeable about the

complexity of being an emergency physician. The

reality of this specialty, to put it quiet briefly is that

on average a sick or injured person has the best

chance of survival when they encounter an

emergency medicine physician first. This is due to our

training, knowledge and skills in all aspects of

medicine and surgery with a lensed focus on

resuscitation and stabilization. 

We possess the ability to resuscitate, manage a

difficult airway, suture complex lacerations, reduce a

fracture/dislocation, manage myocardial infarctions,

embolisms, place a chest tube, interpret various

radiographic imaging and ECGs. Our ability to bridge

more than 8 specialties makes us a uniquely

remarkable specialty. We are, to put it briefly, a jack

of all traits, and though we are a master of none, it is

still better than being limited to a master of one.

How would the ED be without Residents? 
 

'When one teaches, two learn' -Robert Heinlein.

As a resident that is still under training, one might feel as though their

role is insignificant, however residents play a vital role in the ED. Not

only do residents help with patient care, they also contribute greatly in

the continuing education of other fellow residents as well as their own

mentors. Residency programs can also create a sense of unity, which in

return forms a pleasant working environment for everyone. So while an

ED can still function without residents, it certainly wouldn't be as

rewarding.

~ Zaid Herzallah
ED PGY3, Rashid Hospital.

 

Who are you outside the ED? 
 

Whenever I am not on duty I try my best

to maintain my hobbies and my lifestyle.

One of my hobbies that helps me with

stress and tension is going to the gym and

I find it to be very important because

maintaining one’s health is a priority that

should be there in everyone’s life. I also

allocate a time slot in my day dedicated to

reading and update my knowledge as it is

essential to my occupation.

What is the role of Females in the ED? 
 

Our role as female ED

physicians is standing out as

time passes. We are in the field

to re-mold our specialty

perceptions and stereotypes by

addressing what it takes you

achieve wellness, performance

progress as a physician, and to

nurture that work-personal life

balance.

~ Tibah Al Samaraai 
ED PGY1, Rashid Hospital.

 

We take CARE of YOU, please take CARE of US. 

A typical day in 
the ED. 

 

~ Rand Aboelkher 
ED PGY2, Rashid

Hospital.
 

The best thing about being an ED resident is that you

never have a "typical" day! 

We come to work, put on our hospital gown, head to our

designated area to meet our companions for the shift then

we start surfing Salama (our electornic medical records

system) with absolutely no clue as to what to expect from

the hours to come. Our working hours may seem too much

to outsiders, but they pass us by in an instant while we’re

in between examining patients, working them up and

resuscitating others! You get so carried away in work

then suddenly see the next shift team walking in and

realize your shift is already over!

‘’ Emergency Medicine is the most interesting 15

minutes of every other speciality’’ - Dan Sandberg. 

 

The preparation it takes to becoming an Emergency

Medicine Specialist doesn’t only entail basic

knowledge of common medical conditions, but rather

knowledge in different amazing fields, to name a few,

toxicology, environmental (including envenomations) ,

and even disaster medicine because you never know

who is being brought to your resuscitation room or

what they might have been exposed to prior.  

Another crucial concept I wish more people were aware

of about Emergency Medicine is the triaging system,

unlike urgent care centers or outpatient clinics or

almost anywhere else, it’s not a ‘’ first come first

served’’ department, the most critical patients must be

attended to first, that means that unfortunately but

fortunately for you in some cases, the waiting time is

longer and we appreciate your patience and

understanding. In some way, that’s the beauty of the

Emergency Department, there’s no room for prejudice

or discrimination, and it’s one of the very few

instances when you’re worst, you’ll be seen first!

Tell us about
your experience
so far in the ED. 

 

Its intimidating, humbling, heartbreaking, tiring

but also exhilarating and very rewarding. On the

forefront of patient care, getting to experience, 

 influence & advocate for the emergent healthcare

needs of a diverse population has been an ongoing

learning process for me. A safe learning

environment with constructive feedbacks have

given me the  opportunities for personal &

professional growth. 

Also in the spirit of this year’s theme, remember to

Make medicine part of you - not all of u!

~ Sania Zia 
ED PGY4, Rashid

Hospital.
 


